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Abstract 
 

RF & MW Engineering is one of the most engineering fields affected by the 
internet and cellular communication revolution in the 1990s, and has the 
biggest impact on the market, since it represents the infrastructure of all 
emerging technologies; beside its significance in most military high 
technologies after the second war in 1945. In this paper I shall try to focus on 
the RF & MW engineering education in the Arab and Middle East countries 
and let the reader understand the reason of the big gap between the market 
demand and the number of professional engineers in this significant field.  
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Introduction 
Looking back over the 30-plus years to the Radio Frequency and Microwaves (RF & 
MW) engineering education, we may realize that many things have been changed 
remarkably whereas other seems not to have changed at all [1]. Things that have been 
with us include: how to give the students basic understanding, how to improve the 
student’s writing and communication skills of engineering, how to get students to 
think about professional ethics and social responsibility, and how to prepare the 
students to become  industrial employees, educators (pre-college and higher 
education), and researchers of the future [2], whereas, other things have changed in 
astonishing ways, we have moved from slide rules to calculators to PCs to wireless 
laptops.  
 Many changes have occurred in education, generally, and in RF & MW 
engineering, especially, over the past 30 years. Entering the world of RF & MW 
engineering education in the 21st century is vastly different than education in the 
1980s. The most obvious is the RF & MW based technologies that evolved in 1990s 
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and promising a vast development during the next ten years, in addition to the 
increase in information technology and computer use, beside other significant changes 
may all summarized in the following; 

 Changing nature of RF & MW applications 
 Changing nature of teaching and the collegiate experience  

 
 
Changing Nature of RF & MW Applications 
Although the Electrical, Electronics, and Communication Engineering colleges give 
some courses related to RF & MW fields, e.g., Electromagnetics, Transmission Lines 
Theory, Antenna and Propagation, few colleges and institutes in Arab countries, e.g., 
the Military Technical Engineering College in Iraq, Military Technical Engineering 
College in Egypt, The Higher Institute of Electronics in Beni-Walid, Libya, are 
offering B.Sc. degree in RF & MW Engineering. This noticeable small number of RF 
& MW Engineering colleges and institutes as compared to number of other 
Engineering fields institutes is due to the limited applications of RF and MW 
engineering and the type of these applications in 1980s and the years before. In that 
period of the 20th century the RF & MW engineering is dedicated to military and 
intelligence applications, e.g. RADARs, RF communication, antennas, MW link, 
whereas, the civilian applications were limited, e.g., MW link, low frequency 
antennas. 
 It is obvious, and due to the type and limited applications of RF & MW 
engineering, why the market demand for RF and MW Engineers was not high as for 
the other fields Engineers is. 
 The first remarkable civilian application of MW engineering was represented by 
the availability of the microwave ovens in the markets in the mid of 1970s. But due to 
the high technology involved in this application (Magnetron, the microwave power 
source), high cost associated with the analogue technology, and safety associated 
with, no impact on the market demand for the MW Engineers is noticed.  
 Another remarkable civilian application but of RF engineering was raised in the 
mid of 1980s by lunching new technologies of communications, pagers and then the 
first generation of mobile communication (450 MHz), Advance Mobile Phone System 
(AMPS), that grew rapidly in the 1980s and are still available today. These 
technologies didn’t take place in the Arab countries and most of the Middle East 
countries as in the Nordic and Asia-Pacific countries, except for some military and 
intelligence sectors, due to the high cost and lack in the infrastructure. 
 The breakthrough in the MW Engineering applications happened in the 1990s 
after the internet revolution and then after lunching the second generation of digital 
mobile communication (2G-GSM). Since that time, the market demand for RF & MW 
engineers that specialist in MW wireless internet communication (2.4 GHz, 3.5 GHz 
and 5.8 GHz) and mobile communications (900 MHz, 1800, and 2100 MHz) grew up 
rapidly. Thus, the gap between the market demand and the number of graduated RF & 
MW engineers was big enough to push the Arab and Middle East countries to import 
the new emerging technologies as well as the specialists and professional engineers to 
plan, install, and maintain networks infrastructure.  
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 Wireless internet and cellular communication are becoming the key towards a 
ubiquitous society where anyone can get information from anywhere at any time. 
Different protocols were lunched, i.e., Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, WiMAX, for wireless data 
communication, and other different protocols for cellular communication, i.e., 2G-
GSM, 3G-GSM UMTS, 4G-GSM, were lunched since the mid of 1990s where the 
worldwide number of these technologies users are more than Four billion. This 
tremendous huge number of users revealed the fact of needing to establish and open 
RF & MW engineering departments in the colleges and institutes of the Arab and 
most Middle East countries. 
 The fact that; the future is digital, wireless, and mobile, cannot be accomplished 
without the MW-based technologies. Nowadays MW-based technologies became the 
infrastructure of the emerging technologies, e.g., broadband wireless internet, cellular 
communication. Thus, curricula that dedicated for the new recent applications, 
emerging technologies, became essential to be adopted in colleges and institutes to 
track the rapid grow up of the 21st century emerging technologies.  
 
 
Changing Nature of Teaching and the Collegiate Experience 
"Traditional transmission of knowledge from teacher to student is no longer sufficient 
for an educated citizenry" [3]. The worldwide internet provision and huge number of 
personal computers availability create new methods of teaching beside the traditional 
one. The students can easly reach most the electronics books and articles in addition 
to the lecture notes available from different sources. Moreover, the online and 
recorded lecture videos give the student another dimension of knowledge transmission 
of the RF & MW engineering field.  
 The progress of scientific knowledge and engineering practice, computational 
techniques and numerical analysis are now regarded as an equal and indispensable 
partner to theory and experiment. These techniques allow the study of complex 
systems and natural phenomena that would be too expensive (costly and time 
consuming), dangerous, or even impossible, to study directly by experimentation. 
Such significant progress has resulted from rapid and powerful advances in computer 
algorithms and architecture (increases in speed and memory) which enable 
computational scientists and engineers to solve, with relative accuracy, large-scale 
problems that were once thought intractable. These give the RF & MW Engineering 
students both undergraduate and postgraduate, another facility of learning and bring 
real-life EM problems to fall neatly into a class to be solved using electromagnetic 
and high frequency circuit solvers, e.g., SONET, HPHFSS, Super NEC, Microwave 
Office, CST MWS, FIDELITY SEMCAD, FEKO, XFDTD [4].  
 According to the new MW-based technologies raised yearly, monthly and even 
weekly!, this increases the market demand for MW engineers that push the high tech. 
companies to support MW engineering colleges and institutes by offering 
scholarships, Ph.D. research support, etc.  
 Although the distance learning became one of the important knowledge 
transmissions in our digital world, but still it is not the proper choice for the MW & 
RF engineering students that need to be at the place of studying attending laboratories 
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and practicing usage of high tech. and expensive equipments and devices. This is why 
the annual fee that MW Engineering students to pay is almost double the fee of other 
fields. 
 
 
Conclusion 
The Digital, internet, and very large scale integration (VLSI) technology revolutions 
all together changed the MW-based technologies orientation dramatically, from 
RADAR and high frequency military communication to cellular and broadband 
wireless internet. 
 The growth in the market demand for RF & MW engineers is obvious in the Arab 
and Middle East countries. This is dues to the fact; the number of graduated MW 
engineers and number of MW colleges and institutes cannot pursuing the rapid grow 
up in the emerging technologies that based on MW circuits and systems as 
infrastructure.  
 It is the time now for both the governmental and private sectors in the Arab and 
Middle East countries to invest in the MW engineering education. Although 
establishing a MW engineering college or institute may cost ten times the cost of 
establishing other engineering fields colleges, e.g,. computer engineering, the 
expected revenue due to the market impact make it worthy from different aspects. 
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